EQUIPMENT TECHNOLOGY, CONSUMER WARRANTY POLICY

Equipment Technology, manufacturers of aerial lift equipment, warrants only that the equipment
manufactured by Equipment Technology, shall be free of defects in material and workmanship for a
period of 1 year from the date of delivery to the original purchaser.
There will be no charge for labor or parts during the warranty period for parts found to be defective.
Travel is provided for the first 6 months by ETI during the warranty period. Depending on the severity
of the warranty we will either have a mechanic travel to your location to perform the repair or
arrange to have the unit delivered to and from the nearest repair facility. The second 6 months the
customer may either pay for a field mechanic to travel to your location or take the unit to the nearest
warranty facility.
Warranty on structural integrity of the following major components is to be warranted for life
so long as the initial purchaser owns the product: Booms, boom articulation links, hydraulic cylinder
structures, outrigger weldment, pedestals, sub-bases and turntables.
Equipment Technology will repair or replace any components that are found to be defective.
This warranty applies to the original purchaser only and only to the items manufactured by Equipment
Technology.
When operated under recommended conditions.
This warranty will be void if:
Unit has been repaired or altered in a manner contradictory to Equipment Technology,
specifications.
Unit has been improperly maintained or used in a manner inconsistent with the manufacturer’s
specification.
Equipment Technology, reserves the right to make design changes at any time.
Equipment Technology, assumes no responsibility for cost of repairs not authorized by us, nor do we
assume any liability for incidental or consequential damages. This warranty is expressly in lieu of any
and all other warranties including any implied warranty or any other obligation on the part of the seller.
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